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RED AIRY FRYER XXL

Model: 4618/01
Code: 00C461801AR0
EAN: 8003705118843

With Ariete's Airy Fryer XXL air fryer you can fry any dish, even in large quantities, using just one
tablespoon of oil to obtain healthy and tasty frying at the same time. Thanks to the 5.5-liter XXL basket
with Ariete's Airy Fryer XXL you can cook up to 2.5 kg of French fries in one go! French fries, but not
only, also croquettes, fish, meat and many other breaded foods, both frozen and ready to fry, and fresh
and just breaded, thanks to the 7 preset cooking modes.

How does the air fryer work?

The air fryer cooks thanks to the high temperature air, up to 200 °, which circulates at maximum speed
and at 360 ° inside the cooking chamber and guarantees a uniform distribution of heat inside. It is the hot
air that allows the dishes to cook evenly and the formation of a crunchy crust on the outside, which has
nothing to envy to traditional frying. Thanks to the hot air, there will be no need to add a lot of oil to get a
tasty fried, because a simple spoon is enough, in this way you will bring lighter but tasty foods to the table
for the whole family. Airy Fryer XXL cooks quickly, healthily and in large quantities, but its benefits
don't stop there! The air fryer avoids smoke and bad smells in the house: when you prepare fried fish or
meat, you will not have to worry about the smell of fried, because the air cooking of Airy Fryer XXL
does not release the smell of smoke typical of oil fryers . Finally, the air fryer is easy to clean thanks to
the removable non-stick basket and has a low environmental impact, because it does not produce waste
oil, which is one of the most difficult to dispose of waste in circulation.
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Product specifications

577/5000 ✔

Power 1800 Watt ✔

Adjustable temperature ✔

Max temperature 200 ° ✔

Capacity 5.5 liters ✔

It cooks up to 2.5 kg of French fries ✔

60 minute timer ✔

Removable non-stick basket ✔

External container with anti-scald handle ✔

LCD display ✔

Touch screen ✔

Non-slip feet ✔

Cookbook included ✔

Internal basket dimensions 23x25x11.50cm ✔

Product length 39.00 cm ✔

Product width 22.50 cm ✔

Product height 37.50 cm ✔

Product weight 5.28 Kg ✔

Box weight 6.57 Kg ✔

Master weight 14.17 Kg ✔

Master pieces 2 ✔

Pallet pieces 24 ✔

Container 20 pieces 470 ✔

Container 40 pieces 950 ✔

40H 1080 container pieces ✔

Product length 34.00 cm

Product width 35.00 cm

Product height 38.00 cm

Product weight 5.28 Kg

Box weight 6.57 Kg

Master weight 14.17 Kg

Master pieces 2

Pallet pieces 24

20 container pieces 470

40 container pieces 950
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40H container pieces 1080
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